Recycling Cart Options

The standard recycling cart size is 64 gallons. Ann Arbor residents may also choose to upgrade to a larger, 96-gallon cart, or select the smallest option, a 32-gallon cart.

**Standard 64-gallon recycling cart - 24”W x 27”D x 42”H**

Holds 4-5 full recycling stacking bins of recyclables and flattened cardboard

**Large 96-gallon recycling cart - 26”W x 35”D x 46”H**

Holds up to 7 full recycling stacking bins of recyclables and flattened cardboard

**Mini 32-gallon recycling cart - 19”W x 24”D x 38”H**

Holds up to 2 full recycling stacking bins of recyclables and minimum flattened cardboard

Please note: cart easily blows over and cardboard jams inside.